
Victrix Crown V
https://www.simac.fr/en/produit-3027-Victrix-Crown-V

SKU Designation RGA
French

Law
Caliber Shots

Barrel
(cm)

Length
(cm)

Weight
(g)

Twist MSRP

VI12208
Victrix Crown V

375CT 
BN633 C .375 Cheytac  1  96.5  168.1  1380  1:10  

9214.00 € incl.
tax

VI12209
Victrix Crown V

408CT 
  C .408 Cheytac  1  96.5  168.1  1380  1:8  

9214.00 € incl.
tax

Become the King of the long distance!

Bartlein rifled barrel in AISI 416R with stainless steel finish.
One-piece frame in high-strength light alloy.
Stock with horizontal and vertical adjustment, and isolated cheek piece.
EVO folding system in high strength light alloy.
Ergonomic and interchangeable handle with tablet for the palm of the hand.
45 MoA action rail made of special steel
Anschutz-type bottom rail for mounting a bipod
Removable Victrix ProAngle muzzle brake with 5 forward-sloping chambers.
Single shot mechanism in AISI 420 machined from a billet with lock with 3 symmetrical lugs: first lug
at the bottom of the barrel in vertical position (at 6 o'clock), two side lugs arranged at a 120 degree
angle, dirt grooves / integrated ice.
PVD finish on the mechanism and the cylinder head.
Victrix Sporting Plus trigger with two-position top safety, standard adjustment of approximately 500 gr
and golden finish of the trigger lever.
Mouth net protector
Transport case Explorer Cases cod. 13513
User manual and welcome kit
Scope and bipod not included

A benchmark in long range shooting (TLD)

The quality of manufacture and machining of VICTRIX guns make them rifles of very high precision, where
only performance counts.

VICTRIX is a must in shooting competitions and in particular the King of 1 mile.
Smooth mechanics, high precision barrel, premium materials. All the components needed for amazing
groupings.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.
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